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DRIVING IN SPAIN

Road Safety Regulations:

There are a series of road safety regulations that you must be aware of when driving in Spain aside 
from driving on the right:

• Talking on a mobile phone is prohibited while driving unless you are using a hands free 
system.
• Car radios and mobile phones must be switched off while re-fuelling.
• A reflective jacket must be worn when getting out of the car on the road or hard shoulder. 
Warning triangles must be placed 50m at the front and rear of the vehicle if it has stopped on 
the road or hard shoulder. Warning triangles are to be visible up to 100m.
• The installation and use of devices designed to elude surveillance by traffic police is strictly 
prohibited.
• Overtaking can only be done on the left side of the vehicle you wish to pass.
• It is advisable to use your lights during the day to improve your visibility.
• It is illegal in Spain to drive through a tunnel wearing sunglasses.
• Lights are to be switched on when driving through tunnels.

Road Priorities:

Unmarked Junctions and exits – Traffic approaching from the right has the right of way. 

In signed/marked junctions – Traffic on the main road has right of way, unless there is a STOP sign 
which means you must give way to the right.

When crossing pavements or cycle tracks, pedestrians and cyclists have right of way.

If ever in doubt about who has priority, give way to emergency (ambulance, fire, police vehicles) public 
utility (electricity, gas, telephone, water) vehicles attending an emergency, trams, buses, funeral 
hearses and all traffic coming from your RIGHT. 

Roundabouts:

There are a variety of designs in relation to roundabouts, however the principles of entering a 
roundabout and exiting a roundabout are all the same. Always use the most convenient lane for the 
exit you wish to take. When entering a roundabout you must give way (left) to those already on the 
roundabout. Once on the roundabout a vehicle in the lane you wish to change to has priority on that 
lane. Before exiting you must move to the outer lane in good time. If it is not possible to move to the 
outer lane, then you are to complete another circuit of the roundabout and move safely to the outer 
lane. When exiting you must indicate right, before you reach your exit.

However, be warned, it is normal for vehicles turning left or u-turning to remain in the right hand lane 
and indicate left, they remain in the outside lane of the roundabout all the way around.
It is common to see ‘half roundabout junctions’ in Spain with the main carriage way continuing straight 
but a roundabout layout superimposed over the junction.  To turn left at these junctions, you normally 
have to turn off the main carriage way to the right and then wait for sequencing to follow the 
‘roundabout’ to your exit.
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Carriage of children: 

Children under the age of twelve may not travel in the front seats of a vehicle unless fitted with a 
regulation restraint system. In the rear seat, children over 3 but under 150cms in height are 
required to use an approved safety system appropriate for their size and weight. Children under 3, 
travelling in the rear seat will use a validated safety system appropriate to their size and weight.

Additionally, when travelling by taxi, the use of infants’ seats is not required within the city but they 
are compulsory when travelling outside urban areas, in which case, responsibility to supply the seat 
lies with the parents, and not the taxi driver.
As a general rule, children under 12 are not allowed to travel as passengers on motorcycles, with 
or without sidecar.

Seat Belts:

The use of seat belts is compulsory for the driver and all passengers except when parking or 
reversing. Also excluded are pregnant women, disabled passengers or anyone suffering from a 
severe medical condition, in these cases, a medical certificate in Spanish or an official translation 
of the certificate, if it has been issued by an EU member state, must be carried at all times. Failure 
to comply is considered a serious offence.

Equipment:

Drivers are to carry the following mandatory equipment in their vehicle:

• Two warning triangles.
• Spare fuses.
• Spare wheel (fit for purpose and properly inflated).
• Appropriate tools to change a wheel.
• Hi-Viz vest (1 for driver and enough for passengers, which must be accessible from the 

seating area, i.e. not in the boot).
• First Aid kit (Advisory not compulsory).
• A complete set of spare bulbs (Advisory not compulsory).

Whilst it is not permitted to carry spare fuel, it is against the law if you were to run out of fuel and 
drivers will be fined accordingly should their vehicle be immobilised on the road with no fuel.

Fines:

Due to the high incidence of road accidents, fines for traffic offences are strictly enforced. Non-
resident offenders are issued with on the spot fines with a 30% discount. Any complaints regarding 
traffic fines should be referred to the provincial traffic office where the fine was issued, this is shown 
on the ticket.

Serious offences carry a penalty of between €302 and €602.
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Drinking and Driving:

The limit for drinking is 0.5grams per litre (0.3 for professionals and new drivers). It is compulsory 
for all drivers to submit to alcohol tests when requested by the authorities. Those under the effect 
of drugs that may impair either their physical or mental faculties are banned from driving. Drivers 
are also required to submit to any official test when requested.

Failure to comply is considered a serious offence, which will result in the immobilisation of the 
vehicle by the traffic police, payment of any resulting expenses and may lead to the withdrawal of 
the licence and possible imprisonment.

Speed Limits:

Unless posted otherwise established speed limits must be adhered to:

Motorways/Dual Carriage ways 120 km/h
Roads with more than 1 lane in each direction 100 km/h 
Other Roads 90 km/h
Built Up Areas 50 km/h

Accidents:

When possible, road users involved in an accident should assess the situation and then prioritise 
measures in order to guarantee traffic safety without destroying forensic evidence, provided that 
this does not jeopardise the safety of the victims or the traffic. They should attend to the injured, 
request the assistance of the rescue services and try to move it to the hard shoulder or lay-by. 
Adequately mark the presence of their vehicle on the road by placing two warning triangles one 
50 metres in front of the car and another 50 metres behind, so that they are visible to 
approaching drivers from at least 100 metres.

Those witnessing an accident are obliged to tend to the victims and seek the attendance of the 
emergency services. Casualties that are clearly not serious need not be reported to the 
authorities or their agents. SOS telephone posts are normally available on motorways only, in all 
other roads presence of traffic police is high. In any case, the assistance of other drivers should 
also be sought.

In the event of an accident you should call 112 and in case of assault or criminal offence on the 
road, it may be reported in English by calling the police on 902 102 112. Should the need for 
counselling arise, drivers are advised to contact their consulate in the area.
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Additional Helpful Information:

In areas of roadworks all white lines are overpainted with yellow.

Of note, Spanish drivers will routinely double park or stop in non-traditional places (on 
roundabouts) and leave their vehicle blocking access with hazard lights on.  Normally, use of your 
horn will recall them to their vehicle.

Beware of pedestrian crossings at junctions with traffic lights, they have independent traffic light 
sequences.  You may have a green light allowing you to turn left on the road, but a pedestrian 
crossing at the junction’s left turn may have its own red light which you have to honour.  This 
differs to the UK system where these crossing lights would be sequenced and blinkered to the 
traffic turning.

In Spain you will regularly come across normal traffic lights with just the centre amber light 
flashing. This means proceed with caution and should be treated as a ‘give way’, with traffic to the 
RIGHT having right of way.

A flashing amber right turn filter may be displayed at red lights, this means you can turn right 
giving way to traffic on that road.  This is not a default permission at all red lights like in the US, 
only where an amber filter is displayed.

It is common to see ‘half roundabout junctions’ in Spain with the main carriage way continuing 
straight but a roundabout layout superimposed over the junction.  To turn left at these junctions, 
you normally have to turn off the main carriage way to the right and then wait for sequencing to 
follow the ‘roundabout’ to your exit.

Motorway on/off junctions are routinely in a different order to the UK, with the on ramp 
before the off ramp.  This results in an inner lane with accelerating traffic trying to merge left to 
join the motorway, while slowing traffic is trying to merge right to exit.  This can cause unfamiliar 
conditions for UK drivers which can be hazardous. These junctions are frequently linked with a 
solid white line between the middle and inner lane, denoting that traffic from the outer lanes 
cannot enter the slow lane around the junction, and joining traffic cannot overtake until the end of 
the junction.

https://www.avis.co.uk/drive-avis/driving-guides/road-rules/spain

https://www.avis.co.uk/drive-avis/driving-guides/road-rules/spain
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